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DESIGN PERFORMANCE TECHNOLOGY PRACTICALITY 
AND SAFETY YOUR I-PACE

THRILLING TO DRIVE, 
EASY TO LIVE WITH.
Experience the electrifying performance of Jaguar with the benefits and 
peace of mind that zero tailpipe emissions provide.

1The figures provided are as a result of official manufacturer’s tests in accordance with EU legislation with a fully charged battery. 
For comparison purposes only. Real-world figures may differ. Energy consumption and range figures may vary according to 
factors such as driving styles, environmental conditions, load, wheel fitment, accessories fitted, actual route and battery condition. 
Range figures are based upon production vehicle over a standardised route.  2I-PACE’s 90kWh battery warranty is limited to 8 years 
or 160.000km (100.000 miles) (whichever comes first). It is redeemable in the case of any manufacturing defect or should a 
certified Jaguar Retailer measure that the battery has dropped below a 70 percent State of Health.

RANGE

I-PACE has a range of up to 470km (292 miles)1.

CHARGING TIME

Conveniently charge at home or use rapid charging en route.

LOW COST OF OWNERSHIP

Low electricity and servicing costs provide an overall 
low cost of ownership.

BATTERY LIFE/DURABILITY

I-PACE’s battery comes with an 8-year warranty2.
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EXTERIOR DESIGN
Elegant and aerodynamic. The striking result of Jaguar DNA, FIA Formula E Racing 
technology and contemporary British design. Each aspect of I-PACE has been 
carefully considered, ensuring an optimal driving range and an electrifying aesthetic.

BUILD YOUR OWN

https://buildyour.jaguar.com/jag2/r/model/_/en_xi/i-pace/?utm_medium=cta&utm_campaign=x590my23-buildyourown-4
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EXTERIOR DESIGN
The bold grille curves inwards, reducing drag by channelling air through the bonnet 
scoop and out, where it passes over the curved roofline for maximum efficiency. 
Deployable flush door handles ensure the airflow moves smoothly around the entire 
exterior. The swept-back and sleek headlight design emphasises the clean lines of 
I-PACE, highlighting the futuristic design language.
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INTERIOR DESIGN
I-PACE reimagines the classic Jaguar balance of sports car focus and innovative 
architecture, allowing our designers to combine luxury craftsmanship with generous 
amounts of interior space and storage. The cab-forward design means the front seats 
are placed further forward. This creates more space between the front and rear seats, 
giving rear seat passengers added legroom. The absence of a conventional gearbox 
means there is storage within the ‘floating’ centre console – perfect for phones and keys.
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INTERIOR DESIGN
The I-PACE cabin offers an interior design to delight in, with surprising touches 
and details worked into your surroundings – such as the new Jaguar Heritage logo 
monogram on the rotary shift. Optional premium cabin lighting accentuates the 
vehicle’s exquisite details. Jaguar continues to set the standard for luxury and 
craftsmanship with Windsor leather*, contrast twin-needle stitch detailing 
and a selection of finishers. Whatever combination of materials you choose, 
their modern feel will complement I-PACE’s stylish, uncluttered environment.

*Optional feature.
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ELECTRIC PERFORMANCE
Thrilling power and dynamics. Zero tailpipe emissions. I-PACE is a Jaguar above all 
else – a true driver’s car. The sophisticated, all-electric powertrain delivers the kind 
of high performance we are known for, opening a world of new driving opportunities.

BUILD YOUR OWN

https://buildyour.jaguar.com/jag2/r/model/_/en_xi/i-pace/?utm_medium=cta&utm_campaign=x590my23-buildyourown-8
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RANGE AND CHARGING
I-PACE features a refined powertrain, Eco driving mode, and efficient 
aerodynamics for optimised range. Charging couldn’t be easier. With an 
approved wall box installed at your home and the five-metre home 
charging cable, your I-PACE can be left to charge overnight, even in rain 
or snow. The Fixed Time and Selectable State charging features also 
allow you to set a time or battery percentage limit, allowing you to take 
advantage of off-peak rates. Not only is charging at home convenient, 
but the cost of electricity is also often less per kilometre compared to 
petrol and diesel. On the go, you can charge while shopping or en route 
to your destination. I-PACE’s navigation system will show charging points 
along your journey.

FIND OUT MORE

COMBINED WLTP1

RANGE KM (MILES)

470 (292)
Drive up to 470km (292 miles) 
on a full charge

CHARGING TIME2

(AC 11KW 0-100%)

8,58 HOURS
0-100% full charge using a 
11kW AC home charger

1The figures provided are as a result of official manufacturer’s tests in accordance with EU legislation with a fully 
charged battery. For comparison purposes only. Real-world figures may differ. Energy consumption and range 
figures may vary according to factors such as driving styles, environmental conditions, load, wheel fitment, 
accessories fitted, actual route and battery condition. Range figures are based upon production vehicle over a 
standardised route.  2Charging times will vary dependent on many factors, including but not limited to: the age, 
condition, temperature and existing charge of the battery; facility used and duration of charge.

https://www.jaguar.com/electric-cars/all-electric.html?utm_medium=cta&utm_source=ebrochure&utm_campaign=x590my23-findoutmore-9
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ELECTRIFYING DRIVE
Two permanent magnet synchronous electric motors 
propel I-PACE with 400PS (294kW), while built-in 
All Wheel Drive traction offers sports car acceleration 
and all-surface, all-weather drivability. The 90kWh battery 
is covered by a comprehensive eight-year warranty*, 
with access to our established Jaguar Retailer network 
and highly-trained technicians.

*I-PACE’s 90kWh battery warranty is limited to 8 years or 160.000km (100.000 miles) 
(whichever comes first). It is redeemable in the case of any manufacturing defect 
or should a certified Jaguar Retailer measure that the battery has dropped below 
a 70 percent State of Health.
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EFFICIENT TECHNOLOGIES
I-PACE’s highly efficient heat pump harvests heat from 
the outside air and electronic components of the vehicle. 
The warmth is transferred to the cabin via the heating 
and ventilation system, reducing the power demand from 
the battery while maximising range. To give the optimum 
balance between cooling and aerodynamics, Active Vanes 
open when cooling of the battery is required, but close 
when not needed to smooth airflow.
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RESTORATIVE POWER
As soon as the driver lifts off the accelerator, the Enhanced 
Brake Regeneration system in the motors efficiently 
converts available kinetic energy to electricity to charge 
the battery. Driving in heavy traffic is also simpler – using 
the Touchscreen, you can raise the level of regenerative 
braking. The corresponding increase in deceleration means 
that, in stop and go traffic for example, there is far greater 
control of the car’s speed using only the throttle.
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EXHILARATING PERFORMANCE
Maximising sports car-like agility for added driver confidence, Torque Vectoring by 
Braking provides controlled independent braking on the individual inside front and 
rear wheels to add to the turning forces acting on the car. The sophisticated optional 
Active Air Suspension automatically lowers the car by 10mm when travelling at speeds 
in excess of 105km/h (65mph) over extended periods of time, when certain conditions 
are met. Reducing the space between the car and road improves aerodynamic 
performance and therefore optimises range.
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A FULLY 
CONNECTED 
JOURNEY
SIMPLICITY AS STANDARD
No more endless menus. No more fidgety commands. Pivi Pro, Jaguar’s 
impressive and seamless in-car infotainment system, enables you to do 
80 percent of your usual tasks with just one or two taps. All on the home 
screen. Engineered around a smartphone-like interface, it features an 
intuitive 10" Touchscreen that allows you to go right to what’s needed, 
when you need it. Plus, you can now wirelessly connect your smartphone* 
and enjoy your favourite compatible apps.

*Compatible smartphones only. In car features should be used by drivers only when safe to do so. Drivers must 
ensure they are in full control of the vehicle at all times. Pivi and InControl features, options, third party services 
and their availability remain market dependent – check with your Jaguar Retailer for local market availability and 
full terms. Mobile network connectivity cannot be guaranteed in all locations. Information and images displayed 
in relation to the InControl technology, including screens or sequences, are subject to software updates, 
version control and other system/visual changes depending on options selected.

BUILD YOUR OWN

https://buildyour.jaguar.com/jag2/r/model/_/en_xi/i-pace/?utm_medium=cta&utm_source=ebrochure&utm_campaign=x590my23-buildyourown-14
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INFORMATION AT A GLANCE
With Pivi Pro you’ll enjoy fast start-up and even greater connectivity. 
With two screens*, one 10" and one 5", your information is conveniently 
displayed and adjusted for your convenience. Add tiles to your screen 
to monitor energy consumption, check your driving score and see how 
you could improve your electric driving range, or discover charging points 
directly from the navigation tile. A 12,3" Interactive Driver Display shows 
a vast amount of driving information, so you can focus on the road ahead.

*Optional on S and SE models. In car features should be used by drivers only when safe to do so. Drivers must 
ensure they are in full control of the vehicle at all times. Pivi and InControl features, options, third party services 
and their availability remain market dependent – check with your Jaguar Retailer for local market availability 
and full terms. Mobile network connectivity cannot be guaranteed in all locations. Information and images 
displayed in relation to the InControl technology, including screens or sequences, are subject to software updates, 
version control and other system/visual changes depending on options selected.
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ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL
We know how important it is for you to stay connected. With Pivi Pro and 
Online Pack with Data Plan1, you can enjoy your favourite music streamed 
from multiple services, including Spotify, TuneIn and Deezer, right through 
your I-PACE’s speakers. As passengers, you can all take full advantage 
of the optional Wi-Fi Enabled with Data Plan2, streaming entertainment 
with up to 20GB of data per month. Whether that’s browsing your socials, 
playing online games, or immersing yourselves in a movie.

1Fair use policy may apply. Standard 1 year subscription, which can be extended after the initial term advised 
by your Jaguar Retailer.  2Fair use policy applies. After 20GB of data is used within a month, data speeds and 
functionality on vehicle may reduce for the rest of the month. For details of the Fair Usage Policy associated with 
this feature, please refer to the InControl Pivi Pro Terms at jaguar.com/pivi-pro-terms. Playback time is dependent 
on streaming provider and the definition of the video content. HD video will significantly increase data usage. 
In car features should be used by drivers only when safe to do so. Drivers must ensure they are in full control 
of the vehicle at all times. Pivi and InControl features, options, third party services and their availability remain 
market dependent – check with your Jaguar Retailer for local market availability and full terms. Mobile network 
connectivity cannot be guaranteed in all locations. Information and images displayed in relation to the InControl 
technology, including screens or sequences, are subject to software updates, version control and other system/
visual changes depending on options selected.
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COMFORTABLE AND CONFIDENT

GO I-PACE

The GO I-PACE app shows you how Jaguar I-PACE would fit into your 
life. It provides facts and figures as if you were actually driving the car 
– including journey maps, projected battery range and usage, available 
charging points en route and your estimated cost savings.

JAGUAR ASSISTANCE AND EMERGENCY SUPPORT

With Jaguar Optimised Assistance, you can make a direct call to the 
Jaguar Assistance team should you break down. In a more serious incident, 
SOS Emergency Call automatically connects you to the emergency 
response team. They will notify the emergency services to your location.
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FEEL THE MUSIC WITH MERIDIAN™
Meridian’s™ approach to in-car audio is all about managing the sound stage; intensifying 
the levels of depth, clarity and realism of the music, by using a combination of advanced 
acoustic technology and strategically positioned speakers. Wherever you sit in the car, 
you’ll get the same concert-quality sound. Each strike of the piano, every guitar pick, 
horn blast, chorus and melody reveals itself with precision and texture, just as the artist 
intended. It’s intimate, dramatic and atmospheric – whether you’re enjoying the twists 
and turns of an open road or stuck in rush-hour traffic.

1Optional feature.  2Standard on HSE models. Meridian™ is a registered trademark of Meridian™ Audio Ltd. Trifield™ and the three fields device is a trademark 
of Trifield™ Productions Ltd. Visuals aim to represent the perceived placement of the musicians based on an occupant seated on the right side of the vehicle.

2. MERIDIAN™ SOUND SYSTEM1

Brings detail and clarity to everyone in the car with 
strategically arranged speakers and a dual-channel 
subwoofer to deliver a full, sophisticated sound.

3. MERIDIAN™ 3D SURROUND SOUND SYSTEM1 2

Enjoy an engaging, authentic concert hall experience 
as you’re enveloped in the fullness and clarity of side, 
front and rear speakers, seamlessly integrated using 
Trifield™ technology.

1. SOUND SYSTEM

Gives new levels of realism to your favourite music 
with a combination of speakers, 4-channel amplifier, 
Audio Equalisation and Dynamic Volume Control.

16 SPEAKERS   1 SUBWOOFER   750W AMPLIFIER POWER11 SPEAKERS   1 SUBWOOFER   400W AMPLIFIER POWER8 SPEAKERS   140W AMPLIFIER POWER

EXPLORE MERIDIAN™

https://www.jaguar.com/meridian-sound-systems/index.html?utm_medium=cta&utm_source=ebrochure&utm_campaign=x590my23-exploremeridian-18
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PRACTICALITY 
AND SAFETY
HOME AND PUBLIC CHARGING
Enjoy the added practicality of driving an electric 
vehicle with simple and safe charging. With a 
professionally installed wall box, all you need to do 
is plug your I-PACE in like you would your phone and 
leave it to charge overnight. Start every day with a 
full charge. Or charge as you go, finding convenient 
charging points for your journey through I-PACE’s 
navigation system.

FIND OUT MORE

https://www.jaguar.com/electric-cars/how-to-charge.html?utm_medium=cta&utm_source=ebrochure&utm_campaign=x590my23-findoutmore-19
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SPACIOUS AND PRACTICAL DESIGN
The I-PACE interior was designed for spacious serenity. This translates to many practical 
stowage solutions, hidden throughout the cabin. From the glove box with 7,7L of stowage 
capacity, to the centre cubby which offers flexible use of the 10,5L space and the rear seat 
storage that can fit anything from headphones to umbrellas. In the boot of the car, you will 
find 89L of underfloor storage and a 656L* luggage compartment.

*Wet: Volume as measured by simulating the loadspace filled with liquid. Loadspace volume is reduced by 18L when 
Electronic Air Suspension is fitted.

BUILD YOUR OWN

https://buildyour.jaguar.com/jag2/r/model/_/en_xi/i-pace/?utm_medium=cta&utm_source=ebrochure&utm_campaign=x590my23-buildyourown-20
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SMART SAFETY SYSTEMS
Designed for optimum safety, I-PACE utilises a combination 
of aluminium and steel to form a safety cell – a rigid cage 
– around the occupants as well as the battery. The system 
is complemented with a comprehensive system of airbags 
and restraints to keep passengers safe. An advanced front 
bumper sensor will, in the event of a collision, discriminate 
between a pedestrian and other objects. The sensor then 
activates the deployable Pedestrian Protection System and 
provides a zone to cushion the impact.
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DRIVER ASSISTANCE
From negotiating city traffic or the motorway, 
to providing additional safety for you and your passengers, 
there’s a wealth of innovative technologies available; 
either as standard, optional or as part of an optional pack. 
The Driver Assist Pack*, for instance, offers the benefit 
of Blind Spot Assist, Rear Traffic Monitor, Adaptive Cruise 
Control with Steering Assist and Rear Collision Monitor. 
Whichever pack or option you choose, you’ll find every 
feature has been designed and engineered to heighten 
your enjoyment of the vehicle.

FIND OUT MORE

*Optional feature. Standard on HSE models.

https://www.jaguar.com/incontrol-global/incontrol/driver-assistance/index.html?utm_medium=RTG&utm_source=ebrochure&utm_campaign=x590my23-findoutmore-22
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YOUR CHOICE OF I-PACE
I-PACE
The original Jaguar all-electric performance SUV. Personalise your I-PACE with a choice 
of exterior colours, visual packs and wheel options. Available in S, SE and HSE.

EXPLORE MODELS

https://www.jaguar.com/jaguar-range/i-pace/models/_/i-pace/index.html?utm_medium=RTG&utm_source=ebrochure&utm_campaign=x590my23-exploremodels-23
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I-PACE BLACK
Jaguar I-PACE Black enhances an already visually appealing exterior with 
Gloss Black details, 20" wheels and the panoramic roof as standard.

EXPLORE MODELS

https://www.jaguar.com/jaguar-range/i-pace/models/_/black/index.html?utm_medium=RTG&utm_source=ebrochure&utm_campaign=x590my23-exploremodels-24
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I-PACE ACCESSORIES
With Jaguar’s exceptional collection of options and 
accessories, you can create the finest I-PACE in the world: 
yours. Our convenient exterior and interior packages 
help you personalise I-PACE to your taste, while a wealth 
of accessories offer practical solutions to your everyday 
driving needs. Opt for the bumper protector or the 
All-Weather Car Cover to keep your I-PACE pristine. 
Or choose the Rear Mounted Bike Carrier, an easy to fit 
carrier that can hold two 15kg bikes. Find the accessories 
to match your lifestyle.

FIND ACCESSORIES

Options specified may affect vehicle efficiency and pricing due to local taxation policy. 
Please configure at jaguar.com or check with your local Jaguar Retailer.

https://accessories.jaguar.com/gl/en/i-pace/?utm_medium=RTG&utm_source=ebrochure&utm_campaign=x590my23-findaccessories-25
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THE JAGUAR COLLECTION
Dynamic design. It’s at the heart of our cars and in every detail of Jaguar’s latest 
collection of apparel and lifestyle accessories for all the family.

Jaguar Junior Ride-on Car – Created for kids and modelled on a real Jaguar. 
Complete with working front and rear LED lights, soft-touch seat and low-noise tyres. 
Takes three AA batteries (not included). Suitable for children aged 18-36 months.

Growler Graphic Cap – A comfortable cotton cap with silicone growler logo on the front. 
Features contrast panels with reflective piping, embroidered Jaguar wordmark to the rear, 
and leaper branded adjuster.

Stainless Steel Travel Flask – Inspired by Jaguar interiors, this smart travel flask features 
a start/stop ignition button to the lid, with an easy-grip finish.

Pocket Umbrella – Handy travel umbrella. Aluminium construction with a soft-touch handle.

Leather Loop Keyring – Brushed metal keyring with leather loop. Pull-and-twist key 
lock mechanism.

Polarised Performance Sunglasses – High-performance polarised sunglasses for all your 
activities. Features leaper logo to the corner of the lens.

EXPLORE THE COLLECTION

https://www.jaguar.com/branded-goods/index.html?utm_medium=cta&utm_source=ebrochure&utm_campaign=x590my23-explorethecollection-26


THE WORLD OF JAGUAR
Your Jaguar drives with an instinct for performance, refined through decades of innovative design and engineering. Power and agility 
are combined with elegance and grace to deliver a vehicle like no other, a showcase taken even further by Special Vehicle Operations. 
As a celebration of Jaguar, we’ve also created a range of experiences and the Jaguar Lifestyle Collection. Added to which, we’ve even 
returned to the track with Jaguar Racing. Delve into our world of fearless creativity.

   BOOK AN EXPERIENCE   SPECIAL VEHICLE OPERATIONS   THE JAGUAR COLLECTION   JAGUAR RACING

Follow us on:

https://www.facebook.com/Jaguar/
https://www.instagram.com/jaguar/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/jaguar
https://www.youtube.com/user/JaguarCarsLimited
https://www.jaguar.com/experience-jaguar/driving-experiences/jaguar-experience-drive.html?utm_medium=cta&utm_source=ebrochure&utm_campaign=x590my23-bookanexperience-27
https://www.jaguar.com/about-jaguar/special-vehicle-operations/index.html?utm_medium=cta&utm_source=ebrochure&utm_campaign=x590my23-specialvehicleoperations-27
https://www.jaguar.com/jaguar-racing/index.html?utm_medium=cta&utm_source=ebrochure&utm_campaign=x590my23-jaguarracing-27
https://www.jaguar.com/branded-goods/index.html?utm_medium=cta&utm_source=ebrochure&utm_campaign=x590my23-thejaguarcollection-27


BUILD YOUR OWN
Use the configurator to build 
your perfect Jaguar I-PACE

FIND A RETAILER
Search for a Jaguar 
Retailer near you

COMPARE OUR VEHICLES
Select up to three Jaguar vehicles 
and compare them side by side

KEEP ME INFORMED
Sign up for all the latest 
Jaguar news

IMPORTANT NOTICE: We are living through exceptional times. Due to the Covid pandemic we have been prevented or delayed in the creation of new images of current model years. Now the global impact of micro-chip shortages is further affecting build specifications, options and launch timings. Until this unique event settles, please note that many images 
cannot be updated to 23 model year specifications. Features, options, trim and colour schemes will differ from many images. Customers are urged to consult your local Retailer for detailed 23 model year specifications and do not base an order on marketing imagery and specification alone. Jaguar Land Rover Limited is constantly seeking ways to improve 
the specification, design and production of its vehicles, parts and accessories and alterations take place continually, and we reserve the right to change without notice. COLOURS: Image colours reproduced here are provided for illustrative purposes only. Colours reproduced on-screen may therefore vary compared to the actual finish. The company reserves 
the right to alter or withdraw any colour finish without notice. Some of these colours may not be obtainable in your country. Please check availability of colours and current specifications with your Jaguar Retailer. Distributors and retailers are not agents of Jaguar Land Rover Limited and have absolutely no authority to bind Jaguar Land Rover Limited to any 
express or implied undertaking or representation. ENVIRONMENTAL INNOVATION AT JAGUAR: Jaguar is committed to reducing dependency on fossil fuels, using fewer natural resources and creating less waste as part of our approach to responsible and sustainable business development. Search ‘Jaguar Environmental Innovation’ for more details.

Jaguar Land Rover Limited. Registered Office: Abbey Road, Whitley, Coventry CV3 4LF United Kingdom 
Registered in England: Number 1672070  jaguar.com  © Copyright Jaguar Land Rover Limited 2022.

Castrol EDGE Professional exclusively 
recommended by Jaguar.

Android™ is a trademark 
of Google LLC.

Apple® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. 
registered in the US and other countries.

Meridian™ is a registered 
trademark of Meridian™ Audio Ltd.

Trifield™ and the three fields device is 
a trademark of Trifield™ Productions Ltd.

https://buildyour.jaguar.com/jag2/r/model/_/en_xi/i-pace/?utm_medium=RTG&utm_source=ebrochure&utm_campaign=x590my23-buildyourown-28
https://www.jaguar.com/retailer-locator/index.html?utm_medium=RTG&utm_source=ebrochure&utm_campaign=x590my23-findaretailer-28
https://www.jaguar.com/comparison-tool/index.html?utm_medium=RTG&utm_source=ebrochure&utm_campaign=x590my23-compareourvehicles-28
https://jdxforms.jaguar.com/jaguar-ix-en/servlet/SmartForm.html?formCode=jag-kmi-ix-en&_ga&utm_medium=RTG&utm_source=ebrochure&utm_campaign=x590my23-keepmeinformed-28
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I-PACE  – TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

POWERTRAIN EV320 EV400
Maximum Power PS (kW) 320 (236) 400 (294)
Maximum Torque (Nm) 500 696
Battery (kWh) 90 90
Battery capacity Total (Usable) kW 84,7 84,7
Driveline AWD AWD

PERFORMANCE
Acceleration (secs) 0-100 km/h (0-60 mph) 6,4 (6,1) 4,8 (4,5)
Maximum speed km/h (mph) 180 (112) 200 (124)

NEDC*
Range Combined km – 446
Consumption Combined kWh/100km – 230

WLTP**

Range

Low km (miles) 533-618 (331-384) 533-618 (331-384)
Medium km (miles) 503-604 (313-375) 503-604 (313-375)
High km (miles) 445-518 (277-322) 445-518 (277-322)
Extra High km (miles) 320-361 (199-224) 320-361 (199-224)
Combined km (miles) 408-470 (254-292) 408-470 (254-292)

Consumption

Low kWh/100km (miles) 16,8-19,2 (27,0-30,8) 16,8-19,2 (27,0-30,8)
Medium kWh/100km (miles) 17,2-20,3 (27,6-32,6) 17,2-20,3 (27,6-32,6)
High kWh/100km (miles) 20,0-23,0 (32,2-37,0) 20,0-23,0 (32,2-37,0)
Extra High kWh/100km (miles) 28,7-32,2 (46,2-51,8) 28,7-32,2 (46,2-51,8)
Combined kWh/100km (miles) 22,0-25,2 (35,4-40,5) 22,0-25,2 (35,4-40,5)

CO2 Emissions (g/km) 0 0

– Not available

*The figures provided are NEDC calculated from official manufacturer’s tests. Figures may vary according to environment and driving style. For comparison purposes only. Real-world figures may differ.  **The figures provided are 
as a result of official manufacturer’s tests in accordance with EU legislation with a fully charged battery. For comparison purposes only. Real-world figures may differ. Energy consumption and range figures may vary according to 
factors such as driving styles, environmental conditions, load, wheel fitment, accessories fitted, actual route and battery condition. Range figures are based upon production vehicle over a standardised route.



*Market dependent. Charging times will vary dependent on many factors, including but not limited to: the age, condition, temperature and existing charge of the battery; facility used and duration of charge. 
**Optional Home charging cable required.  †Weights reflect vehicles to standard specifications. Optional extras increase weight.  ††Includes a 75kg driver and full fluids.  ‡Includes full fluids.

I-PACE  – TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

CHARGING TIMES* EV320 EV400
Home Charger / Wall box 7kW (hours) 12,75 to 100% 12,75 to 100%
Home Charger / Wall box 7kW km (miles) 35 (22) per hour of charge 35 (22) per hour of charge
Home Charger / Wall box 11kW (hours) 8,58 to 100% 8,58 to 100%
Home Charger / Wall box 11kW km (miles) 53 (33) per hour of charge 53 (33) per hour of charge
DC Charger 50kW km (miles) 63 (39) per 15 mins of charge 63 (39) per 15 mins of charge
DC Charger 100kW km (miles) 127 (78) per 15 mins of charge 127 (78) per 15 mins of charge
Domestic Plug km (miles)** 9,5 (5,9) per hour of charge 9,5 (5,9) per hour of charge
Charging cable length (m) 5 5

BRAKES
Front type Ventilated disc Ventilated disc
Front diameter (mm) 350 350
Rear type Ventilated disc Ventilated disc
Rear diameter (mm) 325 325
Park brake Electric Park Brake (EPB) integrated into brake caliper

WEIGHTS (kg)†
Unladen weight (EU)†† 2.208 2.208
Unladen weight (DIN)‡ 2.133 2.133
Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) 2.670 2.670

TOWING (kg)
Unbraked trailer 750 750
Maximum towing 750 750
Maximum coupling point (nose weight) 45 45
Maximum vehicle and trailer combination 3.420 3.420

ROOF CARRYING (kg)
Maximum roof load (including cross bars) 75 75



I-PACE  – DIMENSIONS

Vehicle Height
With roof antenna 1.566mm

Headroom 
Maximum front / rear headroom
With standard roof 994 / 961mm
With Fixed Panoramic roof fitted 1.013 / 968mm

Legroom
Maximum front legroom 1.040mm
Maximum rear legroom 890mm

Loadspace Capacity
Height 732mm, Width 1.244mm 
Loadspace width between arches 1.060mm
Rear seats upright
Length at floor 967mm
Maximum loadspace volume behind second row 
Dry* 505 litres, Wet** 656 litres
Rear seats forward
Length at floor 1.797mm
Maximum loadspace volume behind first row 
Dry* 1.163 litres, Wet** 1.453 litres

Turning Circle
Kerb-to-kerb 12,35m
Wall-to-wall 12,75m
Turns lock-to-lock 2,52

*Dry: Volume as measured with VDA-compliant solid blocks (200mm x 50mm x 100mm).  
**Wet: Volume as measured by simulating the loadspace filled with liquid.

Dimensions were measured with vehicle at unladen weight.
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